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I am a multidisciplinary creative director and 
communication designer. I have been working  
with major design agencies, as well as an 
independent branding design consultant.

With in-depth understanding of brands,  
corporate identity and brand communications 
across all media, I have been successfully  
leading design teams and programmes for  
many years.

Applying a holistic view, but also a forensic  
attention to detail, my strength is to listen  
and understand to get to the core of each  
client’s brief. 

I was instrumental in creating or  
re-inventing brand identities for Vodafone,  
Q8, Deutsche Bank, National Grid, RBS,  
the International Tennis Federation and the  
Moscow Stock Exchange.

I have developed the wayfinding system for  
the National Gallery of Ireland, designed the  
symbol for the London Congestion Charging 
scheme and published an award-winning  
book on the secrets of happiness.

Born and educated in Germany, I hold a  
degree in Communication Design and an  
MA in European Media. 



Launched in 2022, Amal is a new online 
retailer operating out of Dubai, bringing 
an Amazon-like shopping experience to 
untapped markets like Iraq and Egypt.

The task was to create a visual identity 
that feels home-grown and resonates with 
Middle-Eastern values and aesthetics, but 
at the same time feels more refined and 
sophisticated than other local providers.

Role

I was commissioned by Astound Commerce to lead 
the development of the visual identity, providing a full 
service from creating initial concepts to final artwork 
and brand guidelines.

Agency

Astound / Enkelmann Studio 
London

Brand creation / logo development / visual identity















Coremont
Coremont is a new fintech brand and  
a spin-off of Brevan Howard, the renowned 
hedge fund.

Coremont offers integrated front-to-
back office services for rival investment 
managers and financial institutions.

Role

I developed the logotype and oversaw the 
brand creation and visual identity project as the 
Creative Director.

Agency

Fin International 
London

Naming / brand creation / visual identity







Surrey Research Park
Surrey Research Park (SRP), a science park 
closely associated with the University 
of Surrey, is a pioneer in its field. It has 
an enviable track record and a powerful 
foundation on which to build a world-class 
science park brand. 

However, it lacked a clear brand proposition 
or identity and was out of step with its peer 
group, which have established more modern 
brands, in tune with their target audience. 

We developed a new positioning around the 
brand idea of ‘Fuel your ambition’, which 
envisions SRP as a place for entrepreneurs 
and global enterprise, and created a visual 
identity that allows to bring this positioning 
alive across all channels.

Role

Lead creative

Agency

Industry Branding 
London

Visual identity 







hunu
hunu started out with a revolutionary 
collapsible, reusable coffee cup and only 
took a month to become one of the most 
successful crowdfunding projects in history. 
It can now be found in over 70 countries 
around the world.

In 2021, hunu is relaunching as a full-blown 
lifestyle brand, promoting sustainable 
living with a number of new products in  
the pipeline.

Role

I was brought in to develop the brandmark, visual 
identity and brand guidelines for this client.

Agency

Perq Studio 
London

Visual identity / logo design
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BRAND 

GUIDELINES

COLOURWAYS2.5
The brandmark, wordmark and brand signature should only appear on one of the colour combinations shown below.

Tangerine on Light Sand (preferred option) Lemon on Tangerine

Lemon on Teal
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PRIMARY BRAND PHOTOGRAPHY5.1
Our primary brand photography is people-centric and picks up on the hunu brand colour palette. Photos should always 
appear natural and un-posed. 

Please note that the images shown on this 
page are for illustration purposes only. To 
use them, they need to be licenced from  
www.gettyimages.com 

LOOK BOOK
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SOUL: BRAND VALUES1.1

COMMUNITY Our passion is fuelled by the power of our 
incredible community.

CONFIDENCE We’re always true to ourselves and are 
confident in our vision for a better world.

FREEDOM We live for the beauty of the natural world and 
the freedom of the next adventure

GROWTH We’re always searching for better within 
ourselves and discovering new ways to grow.

RESPONSIBILITY Small actions can make a big difference, and we 
have a responsibility to be a force for good.
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COLOUR PALETTE3.1

CMYK 0-39-100-0
RGB 255 - 152 - 0
Pantone 2013C
Web #ff9800

CMYK 12-16-24-1
RGB 228-213-196
Pantone 9203C
Web #e4d5c4

CMYK 5-7-10-0
RGB 244-238-231
Pantone 40% of 9203C
Web #f4eee7

CMYK 100-11-20-82
RGB 0-49-60
Pantone 547C
Web 003131c

CMYK 13-0-57-0
RGB 238-243-134
Pantone 930C
Web #eef386

TANGERINE SAND LIGHT SAND TEAL LEMON

Our colours have been chosen to be as vibrant and rich as the hunu brand itself. They are inspired by nature and,
 if used consistently, ensure a unique and distinctive brand appearance.

Light Sand is a 40% tint of the Sand 
colour. Use this as the preferred 
background colour in combination with 
the tangerine brand signature.
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TEXTURES5.4
A bespoke set of brand textures, using colours from the brand palette, is available for use as 
an alternative to photography. 

BRAND ADVERTISING7.3
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EXCLUSION ZONE2.7
The exclusion zone is an area around the brandmark/wordmark of other visual elements. It is designed to preserve 
the shape of the logo and keep it free from other visual elements.

x

x

2x 2x

Designed in London

BPA free • Dishwasher safe
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x

x
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BrandmarkWordmark

The exclusion zone is defined by the 
x-height of the wordmark (x).

A. For print applications

B. When applying the wordmark to products
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PRODUCT PHOTOGRAPHY5.3
Our product photography is unclutterd and shows our products in use or on neutral colour backgrounds.

TOTE BAG7.7
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BRAND SIGNATURE

The cape fox speaks of our South African heritage and our love of the natural world. It makes for an iconic 
brandmark thanks to its large ears and distinctive, elegant shapes. The symbolism of the cape fox perfectly 
encapsulates the essence of our brand as well as the spirit of ‘Go Again’.
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TEXT TYPEFACE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890@&%$£()€#?!:;,.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890@&%$£()€#?!:;,.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890@&%$£()€#?!:;,.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890@&%$£()€#?!:;,.

AaBbCc AaBbCc

AaBbCc AaBbCc

4.2

Manrope 600 / SemiBold Manrope 300 / Light

Manrope 700 / Bold

Manrope 600 / SemiBold

Manrope 400 / Regular

Manrope 200 / Light

All text, except headlines, should be set in Manrope. Manrope is a modern sans-serif font family available as a 
variable font. 

Manrope is available from Google Fonts and is free to use.
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Manrope
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KIT OF PARTS6

KALISTA SERIF BOLD 
IS OUR HEADLINE 
TYPEFACE

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890@&%$£()€#?!:;,.
Manrope is our text typeface

AaBbCc

TANGERINE SAND LIGHT SAND

TEAL LEMON
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PRODUCT ADVERT7.4

LEAK-PROOF
POCKETABLE
PERFECTION

@wearehunu  •  wearehunu.com

PERFECTION
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Bruised in the financial crisis, the RBS has  
re-emerged driven by the bold ambition to 
become the UK’s number  one banking group 
for customer service, trust and advocacy. 

 In order to deliver on this ambition, a new 
bank-wide rallying call – Determined to 
make a difference –  was launched across the 
group’s employees. It’s how the bank brings 
 its purpose to life, and how colleagues live 
their values. 

Role

As Creative Lead, I led the design team and 
developed the idea of using emoticons to 
communicate ‘the many faces of determination’.

Agency

The Team 
London

Employee engagement / visual identity / campaign



The many faces of determination

RBS people are determined to make a 
difference because they are proud about 
themselves as individuals, as professionals and 
as the ‘faces’ of the bank.

Determination means many things to different 
people and it inspires many different emotions. 
We use our faces – in the shape of emoticons – 
to communicate our individual emotions when 
we talk about being determined to make  
a difference.

Determined to make a difference provides  
an opportunity to share pride and put a  
face to those people who show positivity  
and determination, whatever the challenge.

Our suite of emoticons all feature the  
‘D’ of determination and they portray the  
range of powerful emotions that are  
harnessed by colleagues to make a real  
and lasting difference.



Video pod

These D-shaped video booths provide 
employees with the opportunity to 
contribute ideas that will help shape the 
bank’s strategy.





Determination profiler

An online psychometric quiz, developed with the 
University of Cambridge. The profiler was designed 
to give you your ‘Face of determination’ – one of 12 
different profiles.

Over 40,000 employees have completed the 
determination profiler and found their face of 
determination.

Watch the Determined to make difference video
https://vimeo.com/200592915
Use password: rbsvideo

Watch the RBS employee trailer video
https://vimeo.com/203893248
Use password: rbsvideo



Ctrlio
UK’s insurers win over 80% of their new 
customers through price comparison 
websites and 90% of sales come from the 
top three ranked (cheapest) prices. 

Most insurers lie outside these rankings 
99% of the time because precise pricing is 
difficult and even a 1% difference from the 
top three quotes matters. 

Ctrlio’s smart pricing platform works at the 
interface between comparison websites 
and insurers, using data from both, to 
provide insurers with the diagnosis tools, 
pricing information and the portfolio 
control to be competitive. 

Ctrlio were in urgent need of a striking 
visual identity and website to reflect their 
revolutionary offer.

Role

Working directly with the client, I developed the concept, 
look and feel and layout of Ctrlio’s new website. 

Agency

Enkelmann Studio

Visual identity / website



www.ctrlio.com



The Advantage
Why insurers are choosing Ctrlio

Delivering the digital advantage where it matters most

Winning the right policies comes down to a single moment. Ctrlio’s platform analysed over 1 billion quotes in the 
last year to help insurers and brokers achieve powerful results at the point of quote*

* Data from the Ctrlio annual performance dashboard 2020

Benchmark your performance
Want to learn more about how the Ctrlio platform can 

sharpen your pricing decisions?

Unlocking your digital advantage will lead to better results – all the time

Ctrlio helps you by spotting the best customers in the market and 
predicting the right price to convert them, in real time.

Insurers work with Ctrlio to win more of the right customers, 
at the best price – all of the time

Unique data

Growth

Powerful platform

Profitability

Partnership approach

Control

Ctrlio combines market and insurer 
data to give insurer clients the most 
comprehensive view yet, of how to 
price for growth and profit.

Insurers and brokers currently using 
Ctrlio have doubled their sales 
volumes and value by correcting 
their prices.

Ctrlio’s platform integrates leading 
machine learning technology with 
cutting-edge data science to deliver 
smarter pricing where it matters 
most. In real time – all the time – with 
control.

Insurers using Ctrlio are identifying, 
pricing and winning more profitable 
risks for their portfolios, improving 
loss ratios by more than 10%.

Ctrlio’s agile data consultants work 
in partnership with insurers and 
brokers to sharpen pricing strategies 
and deliver enhanced and sustained 
growth and profit across 
their portfolio.

Insurers and brokers partnering with 
Ctrlio have unprecedented control 
over their campaigns with precise 
simulation before committing to 
action.

Find out how Ctrlio can work for you

Click here to unlock the data advantage

Unlocking the 
digital advantage
Insurers and brokers are 
now winning the most 
profitable business, using 
Ctrlio’s platform 

Lost

Insurer sales

Within 2%

Within 4%

Winning
price

Each dot is a quote
made on 2nd June in 
the afternoon
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115%
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95%

90%

85%

80%

2% discount
needed to win

4% discount
needed to win

Already the cheapest, 
so no discount needed

About
Platform
Careers
Contact

Ctrlio data charter
Terms and conditions

Ctrlio helps you by spotting the best customers in the market 
and predicting the right price to convert them, in real time.

Ctrlio is a member of Insurtech UK

© 2021 Ctrlio Ltd. All rights reserved unless otherwise stated. Ctrlio and 
the ‘C’ device are registered trademarks and designs of Ventures Ltd.

Home       About       Platform       Careers       Contact

Revolutionising the 
business of data

Ctrlio’s vision is to revolutionise the business 
of data, for the benefit of all. Our data team are 

constantly uncovering a new generation 
of market insights that will change the way 

insurers do business, forever.

Data you can trust

 We only work with FCA and 
GDPR compliant data from trusted leading 

data partners, price comparison sites 
and insurers. All data is processed 

by Ctrlio’s in-house data engineers to unlock 
new risk insights in a way that 

is safe, transparent and trusted.

brokers to sharpen pricing strategies 
and deliver enhanced and sustained 
growth and profit across 
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Concept 4b
Toolkit

Unlocking the 
digital advantage
Insurers and brokers are now 
winning the most profitable 
business, using Ctrlio’s platform. 
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Q8
With only minor updates to the brand design 
since its launch in 1983, many aspects of 
Q8’s brand and visual identity had become 
outdated. 

While most of the other major oil brands 
had already modernised their look and feel 
as they repositioned themselves as energy 
companies (gearing up for a future less 
reliant on fossil fuels), Q8 was in urgent need 
to rethink its brand.

Role

I oversaw the identity project at specialist design 
consultancy Circle Brands. I designed the new logo and 
defined the overall visual language.

Agency

Circle Brands 
London

Re-brand



Deconstructing the logo

Previous logo

New logo





Consumer communications

Corporate communications



Brand guidelines



 
A leading global index provider and part 
of the Deutsche Börse Group, STOXX 
repositioned its brand offer from a 
benchmark provider to an ‘Intelligent 
Investments Factory’. 

We were tasked with developing a new  
agile 360 degree campaign concept to 
reflect this approach. 

It proved to be the flexible and practical 
solution for a fast-paced brand and product 
campaign across digital and print platforms, 
as well as animated video.

Role

As the Creative Director, 
 I developed the overall layer-based campaign 
concept and oversaw the implementation of 
print, digital and animated executions.

Agency

Fin International 
London

Campaign





A modular system

By identifying that the STOXX product nomenclature 
uses a modular system, we created a set of visual 
layers, each corresponding to the area of meaning 
(e.g. the geographical coverage, type of product, its  

USP and the STOXX brand itself) in the product name. 
The layers then form a rich background to a strong 
hero image, working with the campaign headline to 
reflect the product’s core value proposition.



Watch the STOXX brand video 
https://vimeo.com/383046348
Use password: stoxxvideo



The Culture Hub
In 2022, employer branding and marketing 
communications agency WeLove9am 
were building their own workshop and 
conference centre next to heir offices in 
Cirencester.

For the Culture Hub, they wanted a stand-
alone brand but it had to be closely linked to 
the agency’s established branding.

Role

Working directly with the management at WeLove9am, 
I created the banding and visual language for the centre 
in 2022.

Agency

Enkelmann Studio 
London

Visual identity





UX
4Gon, a supplier of enterprise technology 
and one of the UK’s leading WiFi and 
networking retailers, has been in existence 
since 2010. 

In 2021, 4Gon is rebranding as UX (short 
for ‘Unifi ed Experience’), as the name 
4Gon (pronounced ‘foregone’) caused 
some confusion and is associated with now 
superseded 4G technology.

The brief was to create a logo and visual 
identity that is as iconic and memorable as 
the new brand name and URL (ux.co.uk). 

The bold new look will help UX to achieve 
stand-out amongst a multitude of 
competitors that provide similar products, 
and enable them to broaden their product 
and service portfolio in the future.

Role

I developed the brandmark and visual identity, 
working directly with the client, CDGL.

Agency

Enkelmann Studio

Brand creation / brand mark / visual identity

UX
4Gon, a supplier of enterprise technology 
and one of the UK’s leading WiFi and 
networking retailers, has been in existence 
since 2010. 

In 2021, 4Gon is rebranding as UX (short 
for ‘Unifi ed Experience’), as the name 
4Gon (pronounced ‘foregone’) caused 
some confusion and is associated with now 
superseded 4G technology.

The brief was to create a logo and visual 
identity that is as iconic and memorable as 
the new brand name and URL (ux.co.uk). 

The bold new look will help UX to achieve 
stand-out amongst a multitude of 
competitors that provide similar products, 
and enable them to broaden their product 
and service portfolio in the future.

Role

I developed the brandmark and visual identity, 
working directly with the client, CDGL.

Agency

Enkelmann Studio



unified
networking
experience

unified
wireless
experience

unified
security
experience



The standard for high 
performance Wi-Fi
Founded in 2010, UX started with a plan to 
be a one-stop-shop for wireless resellers, 
installers, and all those who need access 
to wireless communications.
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David Frith
Group Marketing Director

Cadmus Distribution Group Ltd
32 Writtle Road
Chelmsford
CM1 3BX

T +44 330 088 0295
david.frith@ux.co.uk

unified
networking 
experience

Ubiquiti

UniFi WiFi 6 Lite 
Access Point
£74.70 shop now

shop now

unified
security
experience

Ubiquiti

UniFi WiFi 6 Lite 
Access Point
£74.70 shop now

networking 
experience
networking 
experience
networking 

Ubiquiti

UniFi WiFi 6 Lite 
Access Point
£74.70

Simply scalable 
video security
Scalable, plug-and-play
Ubiquity camera system

unified
security
experience
security
experience
security

UniFi WiFi 6 Lite 
Access Point
£74.70 shop now

Scalable, plug-and-playAccess PointScalable, plug-and-playAccess Point
£74.70

Scalable, plug-and-play
£74.70Ubiquity camera system£74.70Ubiquity camera system£74.70

Simply scalable 
video security
Plug-and-play
Ubiquity camera 
system

shop now

unified
wireless
experience

Ubiquiti

UniFi FlexHD 
Access Point 

Inter is a free-to-use Google font.



Power 
Responsive
The energy world is changing. The move to 
a low carbon economy, coupled with rapid 
advances in technology and innovation, are 
transforming electricity supply. But supply 
is only half the story. The challenge now is to 
exploit new opportunities by changing the 
way we use electricity.

National Grid sits at the heart of the UK’s 
energy system. Power Responsive is an 
initiative to get major corporations on 
board to decrease or shift their electricity 
consumption.

Role

I oversaw the creative process as 
Creative Lead at The Team. I also 
designed the logo and developed the 
wider visual language.

Agency

The Team
London

Naming / brand creation / visual identity



Demand Side Response Conference:  
 Being Power Responsive
What will it take to achieve DSR participation   
at scale in the UK energy markets by 2020?

Thursday 18 June 2015
Altitude 360, London







Watch the animated launch fi lm
https://vimeo.com/201742751
Use password: nationalgrid

Video

For the launch of the brand, we created an 
animated video which explains the principles 
of Demand Side Response and what Power 
Responsive set out to achieve.



LGIP
LGIP is a Geneva-based hedge fund.  
Like most small fund managers,  
LGIP didn’t have a brand to speak of.  
Their new positioning and visual identity  
has become a major differentiator that  
has helped them stand apart in their field.

Role

I led the re-brand as Creative Director  
at Fin International in 2018

Agency

Fin International 
London

Re-brand







Go-Ahead Bahn & Bus
British rail and bus operator winning 
rail contracts in Germany 
(2016)

The Culture Hub
Conference Centre
(2022)

Darzi
Healthcare consultancy
(2013)

Allianz 125 years
Celebrating 125 years
(2014)

Vestey Foods
Fine foods and farming business
(2007)

Jordan International Bank
London-based bank with Middle Eastern origins 
(2011)

Congestion Charge
London traffi  c charging scheme
(2001)

CMS
Global law fi rm
(2000)

Moscow Exchange
Stock exchange
(2011)

Dialogue
A2P SMS software solutions
(2016)

International Tennis Federation
Centenary
(2012)

ARAG
Legal insurance company
(2002)

IPM
Stockholm-based hedge fund
(2017)

Olympic Tennis Event
London 2012
(2011)

Diageo
Internal cyber security awareness campaign 
(2017)

Brandmarks



Audentia
Three-dimensional fi nance
(2017)

UX
Electronics retailer
(2021)

Power Responsive
National Grid bringing industry and 
energy users together 
(2015)

Q8
Petrol retailer
(2012)

Pare-Balles Conseils
Bullet-proof glass
(2020)

Bluefi n
Business consultancy
(2013)

Russian Trading System
Moscow stock exchange
(2008)

hunu
Reusable coff ee cups
(2021)

Coremont
Fintech technology platform
(2018)

LGIP
Swiss hedgefund
(2018)

Manoto TV
London-based Iranian language TV channel
(2010)

Amal
Online retailer
(2022)

Blue Watch
Property safety scheme
(2013)

Re
Joint venture between Capita and the 
London Borough of Barnet 
(2013)

Transtelekom
Russian telecomms
(2008)

Brandmarks



More work samples at www.enkelmann.studio




